
                                                
 

 

            Gargaon College is a constituent college of Dibrugarh University and is guided by the 

regulations formulated at university level regarding syllabi, examination and evaluation. Thus, 

internal assessment is carried out as per university rules. Dibrugarh University has a continuous 

internal assessment system in which each paper of 100 marks has a component of 20 marks of 

internal assessment and rest 80 marks are allotted for the final examinatio

principle, the internal assessment involves continuous evaluation carried out throughout the year 

by means of regular tests, objective tests, projects, student paper presentations, seminars, quizzes 

etc. Some of the departments even hol

tests periodically arranged to estimate the progress of the students. As part of the curricula 

students are required to write papers on certain given topics to develop interest in the subject as

well as skills such as writing and critical thinking which would eventually contribute to the 

formation of their individualities. In addition to this, after the results of the various examinations 

like unit tests, in semester etc. are announced the studen

accordingly to develop areas that need attention and improvement. Sometimes the method of peer 

evaluation is also adopted in order to empower and appreciate the efforts of the peers and the 

intricacies of script evaluation too. Recently, more of the digital platforms like Google Classroom, 

Zoom, Cisco WebEx, Google Meet etc., are used not only to hold classes but also to conduct tests 

and declare results. Group Discussions, seminars through PowerPoint, Field Reports, P

Presentation etc., are also a regular and compulsory part of the internal evaluation. All the 

academic departments of the college maintain the records of the internal marks properly through a 

standard register. In addition to this, the internal semes

Records of the marks too for future reference.

 

 

 

 

MECHANISM OF INTERNAL ASSESSMENT
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internal assessment system in which each paper of 100 marks has a component of 20 marks of 
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        SAMPLE OF INTERNAL ASSESSMENT THROUGH 

 

SAMPLE OF INTERNAL ASSESSMENT THROUGH USE OF ICT 

 

 



                                                
 

 

 

The college use certain software
are used to entry. Through which the records of the marks can be downloaded easily as per requirement
of the students. So the internal assessment process is transparent for the students. The interface of the 
software is enclosed.   

 

 

USE OF SOFTWARES TO ENTRY THE MARKS
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